
Depending on the nature of your industry and the state of your workplace culture, kickstarting an 
environment of broad exploration might require you to introduce new and unfamiliar practices to your 
teammates. For this specific practice, you may even need to introduce your team to ‘new’ tech. 

As stewards of the Bleeker Network - the hundreds of talented lifelong learners who have trusted Bleeker 
for personal and professional developmental support - one of our primary responsibilities is to facilitate 
the broad exploration of Network members. We are constantly introduced to incredible professionals and 
fascinating subject matter through their various book, documentary, article and exhibit 
recommendations. We share as many of these recommendations as possible with Bleeker Network, by 
broadcasting links and descriptions on the Network’s private Slack group. Feedback from Network 
members on this simple practice of sharing has been hugely positive. Here’s how you can instigate a 
similar practice in your workplace. 

1. Set up a Slack account - or another, similarly flexible private group messaging service - and invite all 
of your teammates to join.  

• If you’re particularly tech-averse, maybe buy a cork bulletin board and position it 
somewhere in your office that’s heavily trafficked. Same concept. 

2. Dedicate one channel in your Slack group to instigative sharing - we’ve named our channel “Reads.” 
3. Every time you come across an article or item that you’ve found to be particularly interesting, 

intriguing or though-provoking, post a link to that item/article in your channel, followed by a short 
blurb on why you found it note-worthy or a quote from the article that illustrates its note-worthiness. 

Avoid setting posting schedules or permissions. Just encourage everyone on your team to post what they 
find interesting, when they find it interesting. If you want to support this practice with any one rule, I 
would suggest this one: Only post items that you’ve read/watched/listened to and only after you’ve 
finished reading/watching/listening to them. 

Lead by example and start posting with discretion - you’ll find that after long, your team will follow 
enthusiastically.
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